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Design Statement Information 

 

1 Introduction  

The aesthetic value of good design and its contribution to the community 

and the local economy is vital to the long term viability of the town.  Brading 

is an historic town, once the main town of the Island, which has evolved over 

the last thousand years. It is well known for its archaeology and architecture, 

especially in the area of the High Street which at one time was the Quay.   

The town has extended both to the north and south of the High Street and 

each area has its own distinct identity.  It is essential; therefore, that new 

development blends with the old. This Design Statement identifies these 

distinctive areas of Brading and gives a brief outline of their characters which 

the Town Council would expect to see emulated in any new development. 

 

2 Kynge`s Towne Estate 

Kynge’s Towne is a quiet cohesive estate of 

individual bungalows built in the 1960s. The 

land on which it was built had previously 

been a Garden Nursery belonging to a 

resident of New Road and was carefully 

laid out with roads and closes that fully 

utilised the site. The bungalows are 

predominantly constructed of brick or 

artificial ‘Island stone’ with tiled roofs. 

 

3 Broadstone Crescent  

Broadstone Crescent comprises a horseshoe 

of substantial semi-detached houses built of 

brick and roofed in tiles. Constructed 

originally as Council houses, the homes are 

now a mix of privately owned homes and 

homes belonging to the South Wight Housing 

Group. They form a residential start to the 

north end of the High Street. 

4 High Street and Quay Lane 

 

The historic High Street, part of the 

conservation area, is lined by a fascinating 

variety of buildings. The oldest dwellings 

have their origins in the 13th century, many 

others in the 17th century, and there are fine 

examples of Georgian and Victorian 

vernacular architecture.  

  



Passing the Norman Church and the 

adjacent Old Town Hall on the eastern side 

between the Stocks is Quay Lane.  This road 

is currently lined by a variety of houses from: 

semi-detached stone cottages at its eastern 

end; detached modern bungalows; 

individual Georgian and Victorian buildings 

including The Vicarage and Mulberry Lawn; to detached/inter-war houses 

and a small estate of bungalows built in 1960, all in excellent order.  The High 

Street ends in the south junction of West Street, The Mall and New Road, 

which in times gone by provided the venue for bull baiting.  

 

5 West St and Cross Street 

West Street comprises part of the Old Town 

and includes dwellings from 17th century 

thatched cottages through to Victorian 

artisans’ terraced houses, to semi-detached 

homes built since the middle of the 20th 

century. It also includes the brick built town 

slaughter house, Summers’ Hall School House, 

now sensitively converted into a private 

residence and, of course, the New Town Hall 

built of brick and tile in 1902.   

 

Cross Street is an example of turn of the 20th century 

infill.  It was later added to in the 1960/70s by the 

bungalows of Kynge’s Towne on the north side and the 

occasional modern building which took up land 

remaining in the area. These roads are characterised by 

their individuality and the whole area behind the High 

Street to the west encapsulates diversity.  

 

 

 

 

6 The Mall 

The Mall, which leaves the High Street and rises 

up in a southerly direction between the 

Wheatsheaf Inn and the Post Office, was once 

the only southerly route out of Brading and linked 

up with the road to Newport which ran past Little 

Jane’s Cottage and over the Downs.   

 

 

  



The Mall is within the conservation area and 

includes Rosebank, a delightful clapboard house 

dating back to the 1660s, which stands opposite 

a brick and slate house that in turn gives way to 

two substantial Georgian town houses and the 

impressive brick built Beech Grove.  

 

Both sides of this narrow road, as it rises up 

towards the Downs, are characterised by 

architectural variety: houses range from neat 

Victorian semi-detached villas to substantial brick 

built Georgian listed homes such as Hill House; 

and from Victorian terraces like Linden Terrace to 

individual dwellings such as the castellated 

Marshcombe and the impressive Ovington 

House.  

 

The raised pavement that gives The Mall its name 

is bordered by dwellings set back in large gardens. 

The brow of the hill, where The Mall gives way to 

Hornsey Rise, is the site of the converted 

Congregational Church. Opposite this, Bully’s Hill 

rises steeply up onto the Downs. On the eastern 

side of Hornsey Rise, The Mount faces south from 

an elevated position, whilst Hornsey Terrace of 

Victorian artisans’ cottages occupies the disused Quarry, next to which is the 

site of the Old Mall Pit, presently occupied by Old Kiln Cottages and flats. The 

road sweeps down past Downedge on the western side towards the east 

and Yarbridge crossroads.  

 

7 Lower Furlongs, Station Road and Station Gardens 

Lower Furlongs, Station Road and Station 

Gardens were all developed in the 1960s 

with a range of brick built, tile roofed, 

three and four bedroomed homes, or 

semi-detached bungalows for rent. 

Subsequently, the area has been added 

to with a number of brick built homes and 

now this is a bustling residential area, with 

all ages represented amongst residents.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8 New Road 

During the Victorian period, a build-up in traffic 

travelling between the busy resorts of Ryde 

and Sandown necessitated the construction of 

a road to relieve pressure on the narrow Mall 

and Hornsey Rise. New Road was that road. 

On either side of the road, substantial, mostly 

brick and slate houses or villas were built, 

taking advantage of the wonderful views over 

the East Yar Valley.  

 

Later, these were interspaced with detached 

homes of all periods up to the 1960s.  A few of 

the early buildings such as the impressive 

double-fronted Georgian Yarborough House 

and St. Urian`s and Yarbridge House were 

reoriented away from the narrow lane to the 

west of the properties and towards the ‘New’ 

Road. Later, road widening necessitated the 

removal of the front walls and some garden 

land of houses to the west of the road and a pavement (in places raised) 

was subsequently built here.   

 

9 Morton 

 

Morton was once an almost separate village 

to the south of Brading but today it is an 

integral part of the town. The dwellings, built 

on a number of roads and closes linked to 

Morton Road, vary from Victorian cottages 

through to turn of the 20th century villas, to 

inter-war detached houses and on to a large 

number of bungalows constructed between 

1960 and 1980. More recently, Close or Mews 

developments of new brick built, tile roofed 

homes have been added.   

 

Although Morton is dominated by the A3055, 

which runs through it, it has a number of 

character areas which make it special and a 

number of notable dwellings, including 

Morton Manor built to a structure started in 

the 13th century and extended in the Tudor 

Period, and the Roman Villa in its modern 

architecturally unique, eco-friendly building. 

  

  



10 Adgestone 

 

Adgestone is a unique hamlet to the south 

west of Brading Town, accessed by single 

track roads running between high banks 

and hedges. Most of the outlying buildings 

have agricultural origins, having been either 

farms, stables or agricultural workers’ 

cottages and being built using natural stone 

and tiles or brick and slate.  

 

On the Lower Adgestone Road, close to its 

junction with Golf Links Road, the houses 

are closer together and have architectural 

styles which range from: colonial style 

bungalows built between the wars, to early 

20th century brick homes set in large 

gardens, to sizeable bungalows in their 

own grounds. Trees and shrubs dominate 

the Adgestone landscape and give the 

place a green ‘country air’. 

These areas which make up Brading’s unique and diverse character can be 

easily compromised by insensitive development. The policies within the 

Neighbourhood Plan are in place to protect this character. Brading Town 

Council will refer to the Neighbourhood Plan and the Council for Protection 

of Rural England’s ‘Design and Density’ document when commenting on 

planning applications. 

 

The Town Council encourage development that:  

a)  Is well designed to ensure it is fit for the purpose, enhances its setting and 

becomes an integrated part of the community to which it belongs. 

b) anticipates changes of residents and family structure during its lifetime to 

cater for all ages and needs. 

c) respects the inherent scale, style, pattern and setting of the historic 

settlement. 

d) refers to traditional building forms, roofscape and patterns of the town. 

e) takes account of the variety of roof pitches, chimney, window and door 

details of existing houses in the area. 

f) relates to the general pattern of existing building heights. 

g) uses sympathetic materials and styling 

h) has adequate open space surrounding the building. 

i) does not seek to remove boundary walls, railings and other items which are 

considered to be important to the visual interest of an area, unless repair or 

replacement to a higher standard can be assured. 

 

Extensions and alterations to existing residential properties: 

a) should be of an appropriate size, scale and design to the property 

b) Should not have an excessive impact on a neighbouring property. 

c) Should not generally exceed 35% of the original building. 


